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IMR Principles and Economics

International mobile roaming is a service that allows mobile users to
continue using their devices and SIM for all services abroad.
Major Roaming Services

Voice

Data

SMS/MMS

Making and receiving calls to or from
home country, visited country or a third
country, while abroad

Charged as
Price per minute

Sending or receiving data between
humans or machines to or from home
country, visited country or a third
country while abroad

Charged as
Price per Megabyte

Sending and receiving text messages
to or from home country, visited
country or third country, while abroad

Charged as
Price per message
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IMR Principles and Economics

Roaming traffic is payed by the calling mobile user to his home operator,
only. However there are several connected wholesale charges.
International Roaming Players

Calling
Mobile User

Retail

Country A

Country B
Retail Roaming Price

Visited Operator

Home Operator

Receiver‘s Home
Operator

Wholesale

Wholesale Roaming Rates

Transit Rate

International
Carrier

Service Fee

Clearing
house

International
Termination Rate
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National
Termination Rate
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IMR Principles and Economics

A mobile user may avoid roaming if roaming prices are too high. A floor for
prices is determined mainly by wholesale roaming rates and termination.
Options for Subscribers communicating abroad
Option 2

Option 3:

Exchange SIM and pay
national and international
Retail Price to new guest
operator

Switch-off roaming, connect to
(and pay) WiFi and use
services of OTTs

Option1

Use home SIM and pay retail
roaming price to home
operator

<

Price Conditions

Retail Roaming
Price

>

Nat. Wholesale
Termination Rate

+

Wholesale
Roaming Rate

>
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International
Termination Rate

+

International
Transit Rate
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+

Clearinghouse
Service fee

IMR Principles and Economics

In the EaPaReg countries a declaration has been adopted in 2019 to follow
a glide path for parallel wholesale and retail roaming price reductions.
Recommendations from Study on harmonizing IMR Pricing among Eastern Partnership Countries (2017) in EUR ct
Wholesale Roaming Charges

Retail Roaming Charges
1.350
137

Int. Mobile Termination Charge
Voice out (per min)

208
Example:
Voice out margin
32% - 40% on

Voice in (per min)

Example:
Voice out margin
29% - 66% on

96

SMS
Data (per GB)

75
50

53 53

39

38
17

25
2

8

15
25

9

2
3

24

New
2 12 EU
5 2
rate

2017 year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

12
25

13

17
7

1
6 2

10
14
13

2017 year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5

6

8

New
1 8 EU
3 1 rate

4
1

New
EU
rate

2017 year 1 year 2 year 3 year 4 year 5
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IMR Principles and Economics

Despite the fact that free flow of communication is socially beneficial,
many stakeholder’s interests are pushing roaming prices up.
Government’s Financial Interests

Mobile Network Operator Financial Interests










Outbound roaming of own subscribers travelling abroad is
favorable. The difference between retail roaming prices and
wholesale rates is basically pure profit as the own network usage
costs are close to 0.
Only price elasticity of demand is limiting the interest in high
roaming prices. The point, where traffic loss of customers (by
avoid roaming at all or reducing usage) is higher than the revenue
increase by higher prices determines the retail price.
High international termination rates, although they determine
the level of wholesale roaming rates.
Operators with more inbound than outbound roaming traffic have
an incentive to negotiate wholesale roaming rates up.
Wholesale roaming rates are a bilateral monopoly negotiation.
As known from economic theory there are incentives to increase
prices even at the expense of reduced traffic. Usually NRAs do
not intervene due to lack of juridical competence.



From a macro-economic perspective the political and
economic interest of Governments is in low roaming charges. If
roaming prices are low, positive external effects of using mobile
services are maximized (e.g. more tourism, transport,…).
but
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Usually high price outbound roaming is preferred over inbound
roaming as this typically maximizes tax income (profit tax of
home operator)
To tax foreigners some countries are taxing incoming
international traffic including inbound roaming.
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IMR Principles and Economics

The retail price trend for IM voice, SMS and data roaming is generally
decreasing internationally, but still the level is considerably above cost.

A global comparison of IMR and national
prices showed that roaming calls and SMS
prices are three to six times higher than
the corresponding national tariffs.
ITU-D Study Group 1
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Regulatory Challenges and Options

Lacking transparency is a general problem, - only in a minority of countries
IMR retail prices are made publicly available on a website.
Pubicly available IMR prices (2017)

IMR price on website

24%

42%
13%

IMR price not on website

30%

11%

19%
7%

5%
Source: ITU – All about IMR 2018

Africa

Arab States

11%

Asia & Pacific

0%

CIS

21%

18%

Europe

Americas

Only 38 out of 95 countries answering an ITU survey are making retail prices publicly available to customers
on a website. There seems to be a need for regulation to protect customer rights.
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Regulatory Challenges and Options

While voice and SMS roaming prices are easy to understand, data roaming
is in-transparent to users as traffic is so diverse between applications.
Typical Mobile Data Traffic Volume (MB) – Subscribers may not be aware of data roaming costs
1 photo download
1 hour instant messaging
Download 100 emails
1 hour web browsing
Download one MP3
1 hour car telemetry

0,1 2,0

high
1,0 10,0
1,5 25,0
3,0 8,0

1 software download
1 hour video streaming
1 cinema film download

About 15% of cars currently
transmit telemetry data in EU

5,0 20,0

100 min. VoIP video call
1 hour audio streaming

low

0,3 1,0

40,0 50,0
150,0
70,0

About 30% of cars in EU may be
autonomous in 2030 increasing mobile data
volume dramatically

50,0
800,0

250,0

500,0
700,0

1.500,0

1 hour autonomous car

25.000,0

4.000,0

Source: GSMA 2012, Detecon research
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Regulatory Challenges and Options

Regulators have a number of options how to regulate the international
roaming markets, where the right of free choice of roaming MNO is a basis.
Price Cap








Setting a glide
path for an upper
limit of IMR retail
prices
Reduce internat.
termination rate
Reduce IMR
wholesale rate
Combine with
international
benchmarks

Transparency








Force MNOs to
publish IMR
prices to avoid bill
shock
Alert SMS with
price information
Spending limit
information and
opt in passes
Absolute
spending limit

Benchmarking




MNO Obligations

NRAs can collect
price benchmarks
for IMR and
publish it on their
website
Consumers then
have a choice to
choose a different
MNO (combined
with
transparency)

Like national
termination roaming
may be seen as
terminating MNOs
having SMP
 Ex-ante regulated
cost based IMR
pricing
 Ex-post regulated
IMR pricing

Taxation
Double taxation
inflates retail prices
inefficiently high at
the detriment of
industry and users
and even state. VAT
in country 1 and 2
plus other resident
taxes may increase
prices by 40-50%.

Int. Gateways
In Arab countries
international
roaming prices
between liberalized
gateways are
typically 25% lower
than between
gateway
monopolies.
(GSMA Int. roaming explained
Latin America)

Collect data on international roaming, use them for benchmarking, oblige operators to make roaming
conditions transparent to users, find TRA alliances to set price caps, set ex-ante regulations for MNOs with
SMP, remove double taxation of roaming traffic, liberalize international gateways are a set of options for TRAs.
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ECOWAS Regional Roaming Regulation

ECOWAS is a is a regional political and economic union of fifteen countries
located in West Africa with a regional roaming regulation in place.
ECOWAS Regional Roaming Countries

Community Telecom Regulations


ECOWAS has started a framework regulation for
Telecommunications in 2007 with the objective to harmonize the
regulations in all member states.



The latest of the existing 9 acts and regulations is the regulation
C/REG.21/12/17 on “Roaming on public mobile communications
networks in the ECOWAS region”, issued in Dec. 2017.



Financed by the European Commission Detecon has drafted a
study for the design of a “new single community regulatory
framework governing the Digital Economy Sector in West Africa”.



ECOWAS current roaming regulation is valid until end of 2020
and might be adapted, soon.
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ECOWAS Regional Roaming Regulation

The wholesale roaming price regulation is limiting roaming prices well
below retail prices of the visited ECOWAS country.
General Wholesale Roaming Regulations






Scope
Roaming regulation applies to all providers of mobile electronic
communications networks and services established in one of the
Member States and to all publicly accessible terrestrial services
originating and terminating in a Member State, whatever their
nature.
Access Obligations
 MNOs shall meet all reasonable requests for wholesale access
to Community roaming services under objective, transparent
and non-discriminatory conditions
 MNOs are required to conclude roaming agreements with all
operators in each other ECOWAS member state.
Monitoring and Oversight Obligations
NRAs shall collect information, monitor roaming tariffs, ensure
compliance, monitor involuntary border roaming and ensure that
operators provide adequate access and interconnection.

Wholesale Roaming Price Limits
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Local Wholesale Roaming Price (Voice and SMS)
 Defined as the WS price the visited MNO collects from the
Home MNO for calls and SMS originating in the visited network
and terminated on any network in the visited country.
 ≤ 60% of visited operator’s local retail price of a call or SMS
Intra Community Wholesale Roaming Price (Voice and SMS)
 Defined as the WS price the visited MNO collects from the
Home MNO for calls and SMS from the visited network to
another Member State.
 ≤ 60% of visited operator’s intra ECOWAS retail price of a
mobile call or an SMS
Wholesale Data Roaming Price
 Defined as the WS price the visited MNO collects from the
Home MNO for Community data services roaming on the
visited network.
 ≤ 80% of visited operator’s local retail price per Megabyte

ECOWAS Regional Roaming Regulation

The retail roaming price regulation is limiting roaming prices by the
maximum retail prices of the visited ECOWAS country.
General Retail Roaming Regulations






Access Obligations
 MNOs shall shall provide their
customers with access to Community
roaming services for calls, text
messages and data and sell them
separately. All access and supporting
services including user authentications
shall be free of charge to customers.
 Access to emergency services in
Community roaming shall be free of
charge
Monitoring and Oversight Obligations
Same as for wholesale services
Other Obligations of NRAs
Handling subscriber complaints, adapt
ceiling tariffs every 2 years

Roaming Price Regulation (1)


Local Retail Roaming Prices (Voice
and SMS)
 Defined as the local price the Home
MNO collects from the customer
traveling in the ECOWAS area for calls
and SMS originating in the visited
network and terminated on any network
in the visited country.
 ≤ highest local call rate or SMS rate in
the visited country

Roaming Price Regulation (2)





Receiving Calls and SMS in Roaming
Receiving calls and SMS shall not be
charged within a limit of 30 days
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Intra Community Roaming Prices
(Voice and SMS)
 Defined as Roaming price the Home
MNO collects from his customer
traveling in the ECOWAS zone for calls
and SMS from the visited network to
another Member State.
 ≤ highest international call/SMS price
of the visited country into any other
member state.
Retail Data Roaming Price
 Defined as the price the Home MNO
collects his customers for Community
data services roaming on the visited
network.
 ≤ shall not exceed the highest price per
Megabyte in the visited country.
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EMERG Roaming Report - Conclusions

The following citations from the EMERG Report on International Roaming
are summarizing the status of the roaming working group.
Roaming Retail Prices

Currently, exorbitant regional roaming tariffs hamper the ability of consumers in the EMERG region
to enjoy roaming services on an affordable, accessible and reliable basis.

Regional Co-operation

EMERG member countries acknowledge the significant value of regional cooperation for maximizing
consumer benefits, removing obstacles and harmonizing roaming prices among them.

Common Roaming Space

A common roaming space among EMERG member countries could strengthen the ties between
them and serve as an accelerator for further harmonization in multiple sectors.

Traffic Impact

It is evident that the average consumption rates of (roaming) customers from MENA countries are
failing to catch up with the average consumption rates of customers from EU countries.

Barrier for Usage

While the spread between different retail roaming prices is not related to costs, the exorbitant pricing
may result a barrier to international mobile data and voice usage, affecting both EU and Non-EU
consumers.
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EMERG Roaming Report - Conclusions

Most important next steps are a push for better data collection, the
initiation of an impact study and regional cooperation.
Missing Data

The data collected from the mobile operators in the EMERG region have been incomplete in most of
the countries. That fact makes it difficult to draw unequivocal conclusions and propose an alternative
business model for the creation of a common roaming space among EMERG member countries.

Missing NRA Competences

Considering the diverse capacities of EMERG member regulators to collect data from their domestic
operators referring to international roaming, the conclusions laid down in this report should be used
for justifying the need for empowering regulators with such competence.

Missing EMERG Roaming
Study

The main objective of a future study will be to base the need for regulation of IMR and developing a
regional approach to be implemented in the roaming markets of EMERG member countries.

Regional Co-operation

It is highly suggested that EMERG will follow the processes being made by the western Balkan
(WB6) and Eastern European Partnership members and develop a cooperation between the regional
networks.

Permanent Roaming and IoT

High roaming prices can perform as a major obstacle for the vast rollout of IoT/M2M applications,
and therefore any future model that will be developed by the IMR-EWG should refer to permanent
roaming as a stimulator of IoT/M2M solutions.
19
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Permanent Roaming

Roaming cos.
Connected Car services as an example for the need of roaming agreements
Roaming represents a cost factor for autonomous driving services that should not be neglected


Connected cars depend on international roaming



A connected car, traveling from one country to the other would require roaming in every country (narrow- and broadband)



Exported cars with eSIMs operated by a producer country Telco will permanently roam in the import country.
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Summary and Conclusions

If retail roaming prices should be lowered a series of wholesale rates has to be taken into
Account. A floor for prices is determined mainly by wholesale roaming rates and termination rates.
Low roaming prices are socially beneficial, but NRAs need to take into account, that many
stakeholder’s interests are in favor of high roaming prices.
Collect data on international roaming, use them for benchmarking, oblige operators to make roaming
conditions transparent to users, find NRA alliances to set price caps, set ex-ante regulations for MNOs
with SMP, remove double taxation of roaming traffic, liberalize international gateways are options for TRAs.

The “roam-like-at-home” regulation of the EC can be seen as a mid-term EMERG target to be achieved via
glide paths of retail and wholesale roaming tariffs. The EaEuPa declaration of 2019 could be a guideline.
The “roam-like-at-home” regulation comes with a fair usage policy, that is not consistent with permanent roaming
Business models. Permanent roaming still needs another set of regulations.
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EMERG Roaming Report - Conclusions

The spread between different retail roaming prices is extreme and
obviously not related to costs. Regulation seems to be beneficial to users.
IMR Voice Prices based on Examples from Germany

IMR Data Prices based on Examples from Germany






The capped maximum international voice roaming retail price
between the EU countries is 0,22€, which is already 10 times the
LRIC cost as determined by many EU regulators.

IMR prices of 1,50€ or more when roaming in other EMERG
countries are at ridiculous 75 times the cost and 7 times the
maximum per minute EU internal roaming price.





Within EU countries the IMR data prices are capped at 0,023 €
per 50Kbyte. Usually the prices are much lower and packed in all
inclusive tariff packages.
Roaming charges in other EMERG countries often more than 20
times higher than the maximum allowed EU price!
German travelers roaming in non-EU EMERG countries may
easily pay 9,80€ for downloading just one photo with 1MB data
volume in the highest tariff. When buying a day pass this price is
reduced to 0,059€, but this is still .

Mobile voice and data roaming prices are varying extremely between EMERG EU and non-EU members. They can be seen as a
barrier to international mobile data usage.
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